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Abstract: 
In this paper induction motor and its direct torque control are simulated and a ~ 

estimator scheme based on wavenet (WN) theory has been developed and compatt4 with. the 
actual .speed. The wavenet speed estimator inputs are a single line current and the state of the 
torque comparator output which are trained to follow the relationship between the motor 
current and the rotor speed. To ensure the validity of this scheme, the estimated speed is 
compared with a speed estimated ftom a conventional model reference adaptive system 
(MRAS). The operation of direct torque control (OTC) drive with the actual speed and the 
estimated wavenet speed as a feedback signal are simulated and compared. The resul~ show 
that the wavenet method is effective for rotor speed estimation. 
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1- Introduction: 
Speed estimation for senserlcss 

induction motor drives fonns a huge 
reseaicb topic. Speed signal is required for 
close loop speed J)osi ti on control in both 
vector and scalar controlled drives. It is 
also required in inilisect vector controlled 
in the whole speed range (1 ]. Jn direct 
torque control, speed signal is necessary to 
generate the reference rorquc signal. A 
mechanical speed encoder is undesirable in 
a drive because it adds cost and reliability 
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problems besides the need for a shaft 
extension and mounting ammgement. 

Several methods have bcon developed 
which allow eliminating mecha11kal speed 
encoder. The observer-based [2·6] and the 
MRAS-bl!sed [7·9] speed estimatols seem 
the mosi pro!Jlising ones. Tue MARS
based estimators are pref~ because of 
their simplicity ease of implementation and 
their proven stability [10). On ~ other 
hand it has disadvantage in the low speed 
area. Moreover it reqwres to sense all the 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


